Community Service-Learning Projects

Empowering students to design and implement change

In alignment with JFK’s future state vision, JFK students and staff have taken ownership in advocating for their surrounding community. JFK has integrated a Service-Learning Leadership class as part of the Freshman course offerings, coaching students to advocate for themselves and their community through the implementation of professionally-designed Service-Learning projects. In Spring 2019, 160 students participated in the development of community-focused Service-Learning projects.

Fall 2019 JFK Service-Learning Projects

Example Project Description: JFK Spirit Baskets
50 baskets of JFK spirit gear and handwritten notes from our Freshman class were distributed by hand to 50 houses surrounding the JFK grounds. Students introduced themselves, provided contact information and updates on the new Principal’s arrival, and collected contact information of neighbors who wanted to stay connected with the school.

Additional Service-Learning Projects Completed:

➔ JFK Trophy Case Overhaul
➔ JFK Kindness Tree Creation
➔ JFK Women's Locker Room Beautification
➔ JFK Basketball Court Remodeling Proposal
➔ JFK Staff Appreciation Coffee and Tea Cart
➔ JFK Teacher Appreciation Jars
➔ JFK Bathroom Advocacy - Installation of Mirrors for Men’s
➔ JFK Bathroom Advocacy - Sanitary Disposal Bins in Women’s
➔ Classroom Table Sanding & Graffiti Removal
➔ Future Commanders Recruitment Team
➔ JFK Book Drive & Community Distribution
➔ JFK Trash Data Project
➔ Recruiting Volunteers for Bear Valley Animal Shelter
➔ Youth Resource Education Presentation
➔ Homeless Shelter Volunteering & Staff Interviews